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We describe two aspects of miniaturization research for the proposed universal initiator (UI) system. The UI would combine functionality of the remote activation munitions system (RAMS) and the sympathetic detonation (SYDET) system. First, we discuss the results of a market survey of candidate display devices for UI, where we conclude that organic light emitting diode technology is most appropriate. We also discuss twisted nematic liquid crystal diode technology which is used in RAMS and SYDET. Second, we discuss possible size reduction in the quadrature detector of the radio frequency receiver used in the RAMS system, with emphasis on new parts and technologies. We show results of tests performed on a ceramic resonator that would allow significant size reduction in the receiver, and conclude that use of the ceramic device will result in an unacceptable loss in sensitivity of the receiver. The work was performed at the U.S. Army Research Laboratory in calendar year 2001.
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1. Introduction

The Calendar Year (CY) 2001 Universal Initiator (UI) miniaturization research tasks are as follows: (1) to research display technologies and conduct a market survey, and (2) size reduction in the quadrature detector of the radio frequency (RF) receiver with emphasis on new parts and technologies.

2. UI Display

A visual display is needed as the output device of the UI user interface. Most importantly, the display must have the capacity to annunciate “sufficient” data and cues to the user programming the UI. Additionally, it should be inexpensive, small in size and weight, environmentally rugged, dissipate little power, and must be compatible with standard night vision goggles. From the market/technology survey, two display technologies appear to be most appropriate for UI, twisted nematic (TN) liquid crystal diode (LCD), and organic light emitting diode (OLED).

2.1 TN LCD

Segmented TN LCDs satisfy most of the requirements previously listed. Segmented TN LCDs are simple, inexpensive, can operate over the required temperature range when driven with the direct drive method, and dissipate extremely low power. However, segmented LCDs have poor information density (information displayed per unit area of the display). A TN LCD is currently used for the sympathetic detonation (SYDET) display.

During the CY2000 work, we presented a preliminary design for a TN LCD considered to be the minimum size LCD display that may enunciate “adequate” data to the user for the anticipated UI programming tasks. This display, slightly modified in 2001, is composed of six segmented alpha-numeric characters (figure 1). Characters are ~100 mil high. The device would have 48 signal pins and 4 backplane pins for a total of 52. The glass dimensions would be ~0.7 × 0.5 in. A frame for mechanical support and electrical connectivity would increase the dimensions by ~0.2 in per side, yielding a module size of ~0.9 × 0.7 in. We devised a programming method that uses the six characters along with three Hall switches from SYDET for user input/output. Along with this, we developed a computer software emulation program (enclosed) to enable prospective users to experience how the interface would function. The emulation program, based on SYDET programming logic, leads the user through one particular path (the most complicated one) of the SYDET logic tree. The flow diagram of the emulation program appears in appendix A. For reference, we also enclose the emulation program for the SYDET display.
Figure 1. Candidate UI LCD format for direct drive segmented-TN LCD. (a) Possible layout and (b) schematic form of the segmented direct-drive TN/LCD. The glass dimensions are $\sim 0.7 \times 5$ in. Characters are $\sim 100$ mil high. Segmented composition of characters is shown in (c)–(f).

Figure 2 shows the SYDET and proposed UI displays side by side for rough comparison. Using today’s design rules for convenience, the SYDET display is about twice the size of the proposed UI display in each dimension and about 4 times its volume. The volume of complete modules is estimated at $\sim 0.2$ in$^3$ for the UI and 0.8 in$^3$ for the SYDET. The UI display has 52 pin positions while the SYDET display has 104. For the regime of information content appropriate to this discussion, each linear dimension segmented LCD display increases approximately linearly with the number of segments. Another doubling of the number of segments would result in a display $\sim 4$ times the volume of SYDET or $\sim 3.2$ in$^3$. Along with the LCD module size, the volume of the LCD driver circuits increases with the number of segments. The resources required by the driver chips are not insignificant in pin count, which translates into board area. The SYDET display requires three drive chips.

Displays made with the segmented TN LCD technology would be custom designed and manufactured in a standard process. For example, the SYDET displays have $\sim 10k$ nonrecurring engineering (NRE) and cost $\sim 15/unit in small quantities for LCD glass only (no drivers or
Many consumer applications use time-multiplexed TN LCDs. These passive-matrix devices are available in many formats: 1 (row) × 16 characters (of 5 × 7 dots each), 2 × 16, etc. The time multiplexing enables a small number of drivers to operate a large number of segments and keeps simple the driver circuits for a relatively complex character or rudimentary graphics display. There are a large number of commercially available modules of varying formats that would satisfy UI informational requirements. However, these multiplexed displays do not work adequately at low temperature. The TN LCDs must be driven directly (one drive channel per segment) in order to perform well at low temperature.

2.2 OLED

An emerging technology, OLEDs are made by building planar layers of organic materials that emit light through recombination of injected electrons and holes in a manner similar to discrete LEDs. In most other ways, OLEDs are different from discrete LEDs. The pitch of emitters in an OLED display is determined by the pitch of the drive circuits and can be as small as 10-12 µm, enabling high-resolution graphics as well as coarser dot-matrix displays, depending on the pitch of the drivers or passive address matrix. The manufacturing of OLEDs will be dominated by companies on the Pacific rim, where the devices are called organic electroluminescent (OEL) displays.

OLEDs are current devices (LCDs are voltage devices), and can be driven by a pixellated matrix of integrated circuit current sources (Active Matrix OLED) or can be driven in a multiplexed row-column manner with external current sources (passive matrix OLED). In either case, a two-
dimensional “image” may be formed. OLEDs are being developed predominately for full textual/graphic applications such as helmet-mounted displays, projection displays, handheld computers, cellular phones, pagers, etc., and can be made for color or monochrome applications. As opposed to LCDs, OLEDs are emissive devices and have no reflective mode. For UI, a text-based application (presumably), pixel locations where text is being formed would be turned on while the rest of the display remains dark. The intensity of the output light for a pixel is determined by the peak current going to the pixel location and the duty cycle for that pixel. A global intensity or brightness control feature can be incorporated into the control electronics.

The characteristics of the electronic interface to the OLEDs display module will depend on the application and vendor. Most likely, the UI interface will have to conform to some manufacturer’s standard for cellular phone interfaces, for example. For the SYDET LCD, we procure the barebones display and build our own electronic interface and control circuits. This may not be feasible with the high-volume mobile display units such as OLED displays, which are more tightly integrated with drive electronics in a monolithic manner. We may have to use commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) components and work around the interface issues. The effect may be that the display module will dissipate more power and require a more complicated interface than achievable with a fully custom device.

OLEDs will be compatible with night vision goggles, perhaps with assistance of a color filter to block emission in the red. Very importantly, OLEDs should work over the UI temperature range. Qualification of OLED technology for military specification is in progress. To evaluate this technology, we purchased a developer kit for an SVGA (800 × 600) OLED display. SVGA is overkill for UI: we purchased the unit because it is one of the few available at this time with a user interface. We operated the devices in the temperature chamber at −25 °F, room temperature, and at 140 °F (figure 3). For this simple experiment, we placed a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera in the temperature chamber along with the OLED. The OLED output was controlled by a computer. The display operated acceptably at all temperatures. Figure 4 shows the CCD camera output for three operating temperatures. This experiment was intended simply to verify operation of this new class of devices over temperature, and not to characterize the display temperature performance. The CCD camera has not been characterized over temperature, so we cannot separate the temperature effects of the camera from those of the display. However, we think the contrast of the OLED deteriorates as the temperature is decreased, but is acceptable. Documentation for the developer kit is attached in appendix B.
Figure 3. Setup for observing the OLED SVGA display at different temperatures.

The waviness in the horizontal and vertical lines is software-induced after image acquisition.

Figure 4. Images of the SVGA OLED display output at temperatures of (a) –25 °F, (b) room temperature, and (c) 140 °F. A CCD camera was placed in the temperature chamber with the display. A framegrabber was used to record the CCD output. The CCD camera was not calibrated or compensated for temperature changes. We did not attempt to quantify the CCD temperature dependence from that of the OLED. The experiment simply verifies that the OLED functions satisfactorily over the range –25–140 °F. The waviness in the horizontal and vertical lines is software-induced after image acquisition.
Recently an OLED display (64 × 256 pixels, passive matrix, 1.5 in diagonal) has been incorporated into a commercial product, a cellular phone manufactured by Motorola. The display is made by Tohoku Pioneer Corporation of Japan and is used in the Motorola P8767 phone. We have procured a P8767 for observation of the display. The display is reported to consume significantly less than 5 mW. Currently, this is the only OLED display in a consumer electronics application. Pioneer developed their own driver chip for the OLED. Another driver chip, the SSD1301, has been developed through a Solomon Systech/RiTdisplay Corp. collaboration for 64 × 132 passive matrix OLEDs. We have requested the chip specifications from Solomon.

*Mobile Display Systems*, an annual publication of Stanford Resources, Inc., gives market research, technology assessment, strategic analysis, and market forecasts for mobile display technologies. The charts and data of figures 5–7 are taken from their 2001 annual report. Figure 5 shows the market forecast for displays with diagonal between 1 and 2 in. For reference, the UI LCD format has ~1 in diagonal dimension, and the SYDET LCD ~1.85 in diagonal. The 1- to 2-in size will be popular for the cell phone market, and we expect there will be a number of different size displays available within this range. The information density will be much greater than that of the UI or SYDET LCDs due to the increased resolution and programmability. Figure 6 breaks out the OLED market for the same size display by application. Cellular phones, particularly those with monochrome displays, are expected to drive OLED production. This chart, and the chart shown in figure 7, show the predicted OLED market for 1- to 2-in diagonal displays. The point is that OLEDs are predicted to command a significant market share and should be a reliable source of display technology through 2007. Specific forecasts beyond 2007 have not been found. The cost of a mass-produced COTS display should be comparable to the SYDET segmented LCD.

### 2.3 Graphic LCD Displays

As seen in figure 5, the mobile display market will be dominated by super twisted nematic (STN) LCD technologies. These voltage-controlled devices will be available in many formats such as the 64 × 256 OLED discussed. It appears that most of the LCD displays will be emissive, achieved through backlighting; however, reflective graphic LCD display will also be available. To date, no graphic LCDs have been found that will operate at UI cold temperature limit of –25 °F.
Figure 5. Total forecast market value for OLED and LCD mobile displays with 1 in ≤ diagonal dimension ≥ 2 in. Market will be dominated by LCD displays, which are not expected to operate satisfactorily at low temperatures. Data from Stanford Resources.

Figure 6. Forecast of market value of OLED displays with 1 in ≤ diagonal dimension ≥ 2 in, active and passive matrix devices. Forecast shows, for example, a $220 million market for monochrome OLEDs of this size in 2004. Data from Stanford Resources.
2.4 Display Summary

We see OLED and TN LCD as the candidate technologies for UI. We do not emphasize STN LCD devices because none are known to function at low temperature, but the technology should be monitored until system design begins. The commercial viabilities of other mobile display technologies are not clear (or promising).

We see two critical trades or issues: the information density vs. size and power dissipation trade and the emissive vs. reflective trade.

Both display types, LCD and OLED, will be night vision compatible in that they can be operated at short visible wavelengths not detectable by night vision goggles. The UI could be programmed so that a simple input sequence would shut off an emissive display in an emergency. We are not aware of any real disadvantages of an emissive display, and think that visibility of emissive displays may be better than reflective displays in many environments.

Feedback from use of the emulation program for the UI TN LCD and experience with SYDET as development and use progress should provide input as to whether a “reasonably sized” TN LCD provides sufficient data and cues for UI user programming. We would define a reasonably sized device as one no larger than the SYDET LCD (~1.9 in diagonal). In general, if the SYDET or UI LCD display format are deemed adequate, a TN LCD should be first choice for UI because of low power dissipation, simplicity of the electronic interface, and history of TN LCDs in other military applications. If future changes in the UI ORD call for more functionality, or
simultaneous functions, etc., this will exacerbate the information density problem with TN LCD. If information density of TN LCD is not adequate, OLED devices may be used, assuming that devices of appropriate format will be available. We think a $64 \times 132$ dot matrix format would be adequate for UI. However, we have not developed coding techniques for implementing SYDET functionality with a dot matrix display. We suspect that, for the user, information density for SYDET marginally acceptable at best, that the proposed UI display format is not adequate, and that future additional requirements for UI may complicate the programming, pushing the display choice to OLED technology.

Finally, we comment that an external setting device would eliminate the UI display altogether, saving power and volume, and would result in a more user-friendly user interface.

3. RF Receiver Size Reduction Background

The remotely activated munitions system (RAMS) B RF functionality is shown in figure 8a. In the CY2000 report, we identified a number of large passive components for possible replacement with smaller parts, among them a large inductor in the quadrature detector of the demodulator. This discriminator coil, along with a parallel chip capacitor, presents a 90 phase shift at the final IF frequency (100 kHz for RAMS B) for the quadrature detector. Because the RAMS B Motorola MC3372 FM receiver chip was designed for use in cordless phones, there are off-the-shelf ceramic resonators available for use with the chip. The Murata D455C16 is one such resonator. The Murata resonator is significantly smaller than the coil (~1/4th the volume), but it operates at 455 kHz rather than 100 kHz. The change in the final IF frequency required that we replace the 10.6-MHz crystal for the second local oscillator (LO) with one designed to operate at 10.245 MHz, as well as a few other minor circuit changes. One additional problem with using the Murata resonator is the fact that it is not rated for the full temperature range required for RAMS B. With this in mind, we set up an experiment to compare the sensitivity of three different modifications of the RAMS RF board. Each of the boards uses a different quadrature device. The boards used an air coil, a coil with a ferrite slug core (for tuning, RAMS B), and a ceramic resonator (board #’s 1, 2, and 3 respectively). Thus, boards 1 and 2 implement the schematic of figure 8a, while board 3 implements that of figure 8b.
3.1 Experiment

The experiment is designed to compare the sensitivity of the three different boards vs. temperature. Figure 9 shows a block diagram of the experimental setup. The RF boards are placed in an environmental chamber so the temperature can be controlled. A signal generator (Marconi Model 2022) provides the FM-modulated signal at 25.5 MHz. The Marconi signal generator is externally modulated by a 220-Hz clock (220 Hz is the RAMS B data rate). The spectrum analyzer monitors the RF power input to the board under test, and the counter gives the mean recovered clock rate. The counter can average the clock frequency over 100 or 1000 acquisitions. The 1000-count average is used at the low input power levels where the recovered clock frequencies vary more. This set of measurements gives a relative measure of the sensitivity of the boards.

3.2 Results

Figures 10–12 show the results of the measurements of boards 1, 2, and 3 at various temperatures. The x-axis shows the input power as indicated on the signal generator, and the y-axis shows the mean frequency of the recovered clock signal as measured by the counter. The various curves show the measurements at different temperatures (e.g., red is 80 °C and black is –40 °C).
Figure 9. Block diagram of the experimental setup.

Figure 10. Plot of mean frequency vs. input signal power for different temperatures, board 1 (air coil).
Because input clock frequency is 220 Hz, deviation of the curves from 220 is a good indication that the receiver sensitivity is not sufficient and data recovery errors are occurring. The breakpoint sensitivity (sensitivity value where the waveforms begin to deviate from 220 Hz) is ~ –100, –97, and –82 dBm for boards 1, 2, and 3, respectively. In addition, the amount of spread of the data curves in the breakpoint area of each plot is a good indication of the temperature sensitivity. The temperature sensitivity of the boards is 3, 5, and 7 dB for boards 1 (air core), 2 (ferrite core), and 3 (ceramic resonator), respectively.
3.3 RF Experiment Conclusions

As expected, the sensitivity is best with the air core coil (board 1), followed by the ferrite core coil (board 2), and the ceramic resonator (board 3). To give an idea of the effect of the reduced sensitivity on range, we can use the formula for the free space loss ratio (SLR).

\[
SLR = \left( \frac{\lambda}{4 \cdot \pi \cdot R} \right)^2,
\]

which is the power lost over the distance R for wavelength \( \lambda \). Taking the ratio of sensitivities (P1 and P2) gives

\[
\frac{P1}{P2} = \left( \frac{R2}{R1} \right)^2.
\]

We can then use the sensitivities quoted in the previous paragraph to calculate the theoretical relative ranges of the receiver boards (relative to board 1). The ranges are 1, 0.708, and 0.126 for boards 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Similarly, the air core coil is the least temperature sensitive, and the ceramic resonator shows the most variation with temperature. For practical reasons, the configuration of board 2 is used in RAMS B field hardware. Comparing theoretical ranges of
boards 2 and 3, we see that the resonator configuration will have ~18% of the range of the current RAMS B field hardware. In addition to the problems of less sensitivity and more temperature dependence, the ceramic resonator was off-frequency slightly. When we initially tested the ceramic resonator with the fixed 10.245-MHz crystal, the sensitivity was even lower than that depicted in figure 12 (–74 dB as opposed to –84 dB). For this reason, we decided to use an external oscillator so we could tune the circuit for optimum sensitivity. For reference, RAMS B hardware is also hand-tweaked for maximum sensitivity. The measurements shown in figure 12 were made at optimum local oscillator tuning (f_{LO} = 10.2362 MHz). This would necessitate hand picking the correct resonator out of a large sample of resonators to get reasonable performance. For this reason and the reduced range, as previously mentioned, we would not recommend using the ceramic resonator.

4. CY2001 Research Summary

We have conducted market research in the area of display devices and have made a qualitative comparison of the leading candidate technologies and discussed general trades. We obtained a sample display made with an emerging technology (OLED) and verified performance over temperature, and provided a market forecast for this technology. We developed a straw-man design for a miniature segmented TN LCD display and wrote a graphical emulation program of a programming sequence.

For miniaturization of the current RAMS B RF receiver section, we conducted research, a market survey, and laboratory tests related to replacement of a large inductor with a much smaller ceramic resonator. We redesigned a section of the RF circuit to accommodate the resonator according to manufacturer’s specifications, and conducted sensitivity measurements over temperature for three different designs. Results for the three designs were compared for range sensitivity, and a recommendation was made to retain the RAMS B inductor design, mainly because of greater sensitivity.

In a related task that will be delivered separately, we have designed and constructed a working functional prototype of a unit that contains RAMS and SYDET capability.
Appendix A. UI TN LCD Flow Chart

- Turn ON

Select the TIME DELAY (T) or SYDET (S) options in the Operations Mode (OP) using the SELECT key. [SYDET option must be selected]

Select the RELATIVE (R) or ABSOLUTE (A) options in the Time Reference Mode (TR) using the SELECT key. [ABSOLUTE option must be selected]

Select YEAR (Y)

Set CURRENT TIME (CT) (Goto Time Entry Subroutine)

Set ACTIVATION TIME (AT) (Goto Time Entry Subroutine)

Select the AIR (A), SURF (S), and WATER (H2) options in the SET ENVIRONMENT Mode (E) using the SELECT key. [AIR option must be selected]

Select the FIELD (F), SNOW (S), JUNGLE (J), and URBAN (U) options in the SET LOCALE Mode (LO) using the SELECT key.

Set MONTH (MO)

Set DAY (D)

Set HOUR (H)

Set MINUTE (MI)

<Time Entry Subroutine>

5 Min Safe Separation
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Appendix B. Organic Light Emitting Diode (OLED)
The SVGA+ Developer Kit provides comprehensive and flexible means to operate and control the SVGA+ OLED microdisplay from several video sources. Its 6-foot cable and compact mechanical envelope further facilitate rapid prototype integration.

**Operation**

The SVGA+ Developer Kit includes all elements required to operate the display from a conventional PC-compatible computer or NTSC video source. Video cables and power supplies are provided to allow rapid setup and installation. No software installation is required to get started: just connect the VGA cable to a computer configured for SVGA 60 Hz turn on the power.

An On-Screen-Display (OSD) engine is included in the interface that, with a companion jog-wheel with pushbutton, provides the user with easy access to and control of image attribute registers for each primary color.

**Features**

- Color 852 (x 3) x 660 pixels microdisplay
- SVGA+ 852 x 660 Full Color OLED On-Silicon Microdisplay
- Supports industry standard analog RGB interface
- Supports NTSC monochrome input
- Compact interface with simple user controls
- On-Screen-Display graphical interface permits basic image controls
- Serial interface to provide complete access to all on-chip registers

**In Depth Access**

In addition to the OSD, the kit comes with a serial interface toolkit provided by Micro Computing Corporation. In conjunction with Microsoft Windows compatible software, this interface provides full access to all on-chip registers. This allows the user full control over image format, video source selection, as well as other image related functions.

**Packaged for Integration**

The SVGA+ Developer Kit provides the user with a 6 foot long thin and flexible cable terminated by a small outline circuit board no larger than the microdisplay itself. This configuration is aimed at facilitating the microdisplay integration into applications where real estate and weight are primary considerations.
SUPPORTED VIDEO FORMATS

In progressive scan modes, the SVGA+ microdisplay will operate from 40 Hz up to 85 Hz. In interlaced and pseudo-interlaced modes, the microdisplay will operate from 30 Hz up to 85 Hz.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input Format (Columns x Rows)</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Input Mode</th>
<th>Output (Display) Mode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>640 x 480</td>
<td>VGA</td>
<td>Progressive Scan</td>
<td>Progressive Scan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800 x 600</td>
<td>SVGA</td>
<td>Progressive Scan</td>
<td>Progressive Scan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>640 x 480</td>
<td>170-1 H/</td>
<td>Interlaced</td>
<td>Interlaced &amp; Pseudo Interlaced Scan (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800 x 600</td>
<td>170-2 H/</td>
<td>Interlaced</td>
<td>Interlaced &amp; Pseudo Interlaced Scan (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>852 x 680</td>
<td>16:9 Format</td>
<td>Progressive Scan</td>
<td>Progressive Scan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>852 x 680</td>
<td>Zoom</td>
<td>Progressive Scan</td>
<td>Progressive Scan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1) & (2) These modes are monochrome input modes only.
(3) Pseudo interlaced scan is a line doubling display scan where even and odd lines for each field are alternated for each input field in order to fill the display.

BLOCK DIAGRAM

eMagin SVGA+ Color PC Interface with Monochrome Composite Video Input

eMagin Corporation is a leading developer of virtual imaging technology. The company's high-performance, virtual imaging modules provide access to information-rich text, data, and video which can facilitate the opening of new mass markets for wearable PCs, wireless Internet appliances and mobile phones, portable DVD-viewers, digital cameras, and other emerging applications. eMagin's intellectual property portfolio is leveraged by key OLED (organic light emitting diode) technology licensed from Eastman Kodak and joint development programs with IBM and Cavion, among others. Wearable and mobile computer headset/ viewer system design and full-custom microdisplay system facilities are located at its wholly-owned subsidiary, Virtual Vision, Inc.

eMagin Corporation is a registered trademark of eMagin Corporation. Virtual Vision is a trademark of Virtual Vision, Inc. All other products mentioned herein are trademarks of their respective owners and are hereby recognized as such. eMagin Corporation reserves the right to change products and specifications without prior notice. This information does not convey any license by any implication or otherwise under any patents or other rights. Application circuits shown, if any, are typical examples illustrating the operation of the devices.

©2001, eMagin Corporation, Hopewell Junction, NY. All rights reserved.
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